A positive real interval, [a, b] can be partitioned into sub-intervals such that sub-interval widths divided by sub-interval "'average"' values remains constant. That both Arithmetic Mean and Geometric Mean "'average"' values produce constant ratios for the same log scale is the stated invariance proved in this short note. The continuous analog is briefly considered and shown to have similar properties.
Problem and Summary
Define a relative weight for an interval, [a, b] , with 0 < a < b, as the interval length divided by the average value in the interval. We explore interval partitions of [a, b] that have equal relative weights for consecutive sub-intervals and show that there is a surprising invariance to whether we use arithmetic or geometric averages, or even an interval endpoint, for the definition of "'average."' The ratios shown in figure 1 for a partition of [1, 16] are seen to be constant when using either the arithmetic or geometric means of sub-interval endpoints.
Main Result
Theorem 1: Given an interval [a, b] , there is a partition
such that the following equations are satisfied:
Moreover, the partition satisfying the conditions is given by:
3 Proof
The invariance follows by considering the ratio between consecutive terms:
The AM case
The arithmetic mean (AM) case follows from:
Reduction yields: Figure 1 : Interval endpoints plotted on a log scale for [1, 16] with n=4 sub-intervals.
The GM case
The geometric mean (GM) case follows similarly:
Factoring the last equation results in:
Finally, the actual partition can now be determined for both the AM and the GM cases:
Continuous Analog Mean
Using an interval endpoint for the "'average"' of each sub-interval yields exactly the same recurrence relationship. As n goes to infinity, the corresponding differential equation is given by:
When the same boundary conditions specified in the discrete case are given for x, the constants A and B in the above equation produce the same log scale solution as the discrete cases.
Background
The problem has its origin in generating test sets for an optical bench. Part of the EM spectrum was to be sampled into bands and the bands were to be selected such that the relative error would remain roughly constant for all bands:
